Automatic Remasking of Digital Subtraction Angiography Images in Pulmonary Angiography.
In pulmonary angiography, the heartbeat creates artifacts that hinder extraction of blood vessel images in digital subtraction angiography. Remasking according to the cardiac phase of the angiogram may be effective but has yet to be automated. Here, automatic remasking was developed and assessed according to the cardiac phase from electrocardiographic information collected simultaneously with imaging. Manual remasking, fixed remasking, and our proposed automatic remasking were applied to 14 pulmonary angiography series from five participants with either chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension or pulmonary arteriovenous malformation. The processing time and extent of artifacts from the heartbeat were compared. In addition, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) was measured from differential images between mask image groups before the injection of the contrast medium to investigate optimal mask images. The mean time required for automatic remasking was 4.7 s/series, a significant reduction in processing time compared with the mean of 266 s/series for conventional manual processing. A visual comparison of the different approaches showed virtually no misregistration artifacts from the heartbeat in manual or automatic remasking according to cardiac phase. The results from measuring the PSNR for differential images between mask image groups also showed that smaller cardiac phase difference and time difference between two images ensure higher PSNR (p < 0.01). Automatic remasking according to the cardiac phase was fast and easy to implement and reduced misregistration artifacts from heartbeat.